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Fascination:
Lucy Guerin

explores how
news can affect

our lives In
Human Interest

Story (above)
Picture: Aaron

Francis

Learning to turn on,
tune in and drop out
STRUGGLE TO
STAY ON THE
RELENTLESS
NEWS CYCLE

Vanessa Keys
ARTS WRITER

LUCY Guerin doesn’t tweet.
She doesn’t have a blog. Using
the internet as a tool to
generate news?

‘‘It’s not really my thing,’’
shrugs the 50-year-old
choreographer, a hint of an
apology in her voice.

No, the Melbourne-based
theatremaker prefers to pour
a glass of wine, sit down and
tune into the SBS nightly news.

It’s certainly a sign of our
times when an admission like
that raises an eyebrow, or
prompts curiosity from the
younger generation.

It used to be struggling to
Keep Up With The Joneses
that haunted our moral
consciousness; now, it’s
Keeping Up With The News
that’s set our competitive
spirits racing.

So fascinated was Guerin by
the increasing pressure on our
society to keep in touch with
current affairs that she created
an explosive dance-theatre
work, Human Interest Story,
which explores the
consumption of news and how
it affects our everyday lives.

‘‘It’s stressful, don’t you
think?’’ Guerin asks. ‘‘There’s
absolutely no downtime these
days. And that’s very much the
subject of this work — the fact
that the news, whether you
pay attention to it or not, is
always murmuring away in the
background of our lives.

‘‘If you switch it off or
neglect it you actually feel
a sense of guilt, like you’re
shaking off your responsibility
as a human being. It’s a
wonderful thing to know
what’s going on in the world
but, God, it’s hard sometimes.’’

One would expect Guerin to
be a self-confessed news
junkie, but she admits that
‘‘that hasn’t always been the
case. I’m much better now, but

it’s actually something that
I go in and out of, and
something that I do struggle
with sometimes. Especially
when I’m making a new dance
work as I tend to get absorbed
into a bit of a bubble.’’

Emotional attachment and
our capacity to feel empathy is

a theme that runs through the
piece. It’s impossible, Guerin
reckons, to respond to
everything that happens —
not because we don’t care but
because ‘‘there’s so much
suffering that it’s difficult to
feel that you’re having the
appropriate response to

everything. Sometimes you
hear about it and you brush it
off and get on with your emails
or making a cup of tea or
whatever. There’s a certain
callousness about that.’’

Since its premiere in
Melbourne last year, Human
Interest Story has played to
sell-out crowds in Perth and
Adelaide, but don’t think
Guerin is resting on her
laurels. Currently in rehearsals
in Melbourne, Guerin and her
eight dancers will continue to
intensively workshop the piece
right up until opening night at
Belvoir on September 2.

Just like the news, the show
constantly changes and shifts.

‘‘We update it each time we
perform it, so there are always
current news articles being
incorporated into it, and there’s
always one news story from
that day in the show. It needs to
be a show that stays incredibly
current, for obvious reasons.’’
keysv@dailytelegraph.com.au
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Human Interest Story, Upstairs
Theatre, Belvoir, Surry Hills;
September 2-18, $39-$59,
9699 3444, belvoir.com.au
Tickets are sold out, so contact the
box office for information about
returns or standing room

Going
out

LACQUER up quick, folks, and get those
beehives buzzing because you’re fast
running out of time to catch Hairspray.
The feel-good musical is set to close on
Sunday, October 9, its last Australian
performance.

Based on the John Waters film of the
same name, Hairspray in its musical
form first played on Broadway back in
2002 and enjoyed a run of almost seven
years. It also spawned a movie version of
the musical starring Zac Efron.

This production stars Jaz Flowers and
Jack Chambers, with choreography by
Jason Coleman.

Hairspray is set in 1962 and tells the
story of the rotund Tracy Turnblad, an
overweight teen with a dream to dance
on her favourite TV show.

Lyric Theatre, Star City; today 8pm, until
October 9, from $79.90, 1300 795 267,
hairspraythemusical.com.au,
ticketmaster.com.au

Last chance for
a real fun do

MUSICAL: HAIRSPRAY

Dyer elevates Vivaldi to the heavens
MENTION sampling, downloads,
YouTube, file sharing and
copyright to musicians and
composers and they will agree
it’s a nightmare, but baroque
composers could, and did, steal the
entire show and get away with it.

The relatively obscure 18th-
century French composer Michel
Corrette borrowed Antonio
Vivaldi’s Spring concerto for his
Laudate Dominum and added
his own improvements.

Three centuries later, it is to
premiere here.

In fact, half of the Australian
Brandenburg Orchestra’s
Celestial Vivaldi program,
which features Rebel, Corrette,
Dall’Abaco and Vivaldi is music

that has not been previously
performed in Australia.

Focused on creation, God
and spring and including the
Brandenburg Choir, it’s a luscious
and intriguing blend of French
and Italian baroque. If you’re not
sure of the difference, artistic
director Paul Dyer (pictured) says
think vitality, fire and energy for
Italy and glamour, style and haute
couture for France.

Dyer contrasted Corrette’s
‘‘borrowings’’ with Les Elemens,
an original, somewhat unsettling
and startling piece by baroque
contemporary Jean-Fery Rebel.

A news report of the time called
the work avant-garde, which Dyer
says highlights the sophistication

of the Paris audience. Celestial
Vivaldi ends with Vivaldi’s
‘‘Prague’’ version of Dixit
Dominus RV 595, which was
reworked by the composer.

‘‘I was swinging back to the
Corrette with the Dixit Dominus,
and saying, ‘Well, this is the real
thing and this is the Corrette that
was stolen,’ ’’ Dyer says.

‘‘The Dixit is very stirring,
solemn in moments and light-
hearted in others. It’s light and airy
and I think people will go away
feeling good about themselves
and what they’ve heard.’’

After returning from an
invigorating two-month opera
project in Melbourne, Dyer has
had time to refocus on life.

‘‘I do not
want to live a
mediocre life,’’ he says. ‘‘I want to
do things with every ounce of
blood and with every ounce of
passion. If I’m kissing someone
I want to kiss passionately.’’

And he’ll deliver every ounce
of passion to the Australian
Brandenburg Orchestra’s
Celestial Vivaldi concert series.
Ingrid Piper

City Recital Hall, Angel Place, City;
September 2, 3, 7, 9, 10, $60-$140,
9328 7581, brandenburg.com.au,
ticketmaster.com.au
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HE’S the bloke who makes stuntmen
look soft. He’s the real deal and he’s
coming our way. But if you were unlucky
enough to miss out on tickets to the first
A Wild Night With Bear Grylls live show,
despair not. Yes,
the ultra-alpha
male has just
announced a
second show on
Sunday, October
16, with tickets
on sale next
Wednesday,
August 31.

Grylls is best
known for his
Discovery Channel show Man vs Wild,
which sees him attempt to survive in
absurdly harsh situations. He’s pretty
much made a lifestyle of such
adventures and will be sharing amazing
footage of his exploits with funnyman
Merrick Watts doing the interrogating.

Bayside Auditorium, Sydney Convention Centre,
Darling Harbour; October 16, $55-$169, 132 849,
ticketek.com.au

Wild man bears
all for his fans

TALK: BEAR GRYLLS


